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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Leon S. LEVY, Discrete Structures of Computer Science (Wiley, New York - Chichester - Brisbane - 
Toronto, 1980) 306 pp. 
Preface. Chapter 0: An Essay on Discrete Structures. A view of Computer Science. On Formal 
Methods. Analogy. Abstraction. Chapter I: Sets, Functions, and Relations. Sets and Sequences. Set 
Containment. The Empty Set. The Power Set. Operations on Sets. Order. Relations. Properties of 
Relations. Partitions. The Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion. Ordered Sets. Operations on Rela- 
tions. Functions. Matrices. Matrix Representation of Relations. Some Special Matrices. Transitive 
Closure. Partially Ordered Sets and Lattices. Viewing Relations as Functions. Another View of Func- 
tions. Boolean Algebra. Switching Algebra. Chapter 2: Directed Graphs. Directed Graphs. Graphs 
and Matrices. Warshall’s Algorithm. Labeled Graphs. Extensions of Functions and Relations. Calcu- 
lating the Set of Labeled Paths. Finite State Machines-Applications. Equivalence relations on 
Graphs. Chapter 3: Algebraic Systems. Algebraic Systems. Groupoids. Application of Algebra to the 
Control Structure of a Program. Homomorphisms. An Example of Homomorphisms Applied. Con- 
gruences. Admissible Partitions. Relationship Between Homomorphisms, Congruences, and Admis- 
sible Partitions. Programs. Groups. Groups and Their Graphs. Application of Congruences to Finite 
State Machines. Chapfer 4. Formal Systems. Syntax and Semantics. Recursive Definitions and 
Recursive Functions. Algorithms. Turing Machines. Formal Deductive Systems. Chapter 5. Trees. 
Trees. Tree Domains. Homomorphisms and Congruences on Trees. Automata on Trees. Tree 
Rewriting Systems. Some Additional Applications of Trees. Lists. Structural Induction on Lisp-Like 
Lists. Data Structure. Chaprer 6. Programming Applicafions. Data Structures. An Algebraic Style 
Correctness Proof for a Simple Compiler. Translating Expressions of a Stack Machine. Translating a 
Stack Machine to a Store-Pointer Machine. Transforming the Store-Pointer Machine to the Address- 
Program Machine. Translating the Store-Sequence Machine to the Single-Address, Single-Accumula- 
tor Machine. Index. 
Alan G. KONHEIM, Cryptography, A Primer, A Wiley-Interscience Publication (Wiley, New York - 
Chichester - Brisbane - Toronto, 1981) 426 pp. 
Preface. Pari I: Foundations of Cryptography. Chapter I: Introdution. The Problem. Nomencla- 
ture. The Ground Rules of Cryptanalysis. Side Information. The Tools of Cryptanalysis. Chapter 2: 
Secrecy Sy.p/ems. Introduction. Alphabets. The Plaintext Source. Cryptographic Systems. Crypt- 
analysis by the Bayesian Opponent. The Bayesian Decision as n --t ~0. Perfect Secrecy. Entropy. The 
Plaintext Source Entropy. The Variation of Equivocation with the Length of Intercepted Ciphertext. 
Random Cryptographic Systems. The Unicity Distance. Problems. Chaprer3: Monalphabefic Substi- 
tution. Permutations of n-Grams. Letter Substitutions. Substitution Systems. Examples of Plaintext. 
Caesar Substitution. Analysis of Caesar Substitution I: The Operational Procedure. Analysis of 
Caesar Substitution II: Mixed Standard Alphabets. Affine Caesar Substitution. General Monalpha- 
betic Substitution. Two-Gram Substitutions: Playfair Encipherment. Cryptanalysis of CIPHER(2.2). 
N-Gram Substitution: Linear Algebra over Z,,. N-Gram Substitution: Hill Encipherment. Crypt- 
analysis of Hill Encipherment with Chosen Plaintext. Cryptanalysis of Hill Substitution with Corres- 
ponding Plaintext and Ciphertext. Problems. Chapter 4: Po/.ya/phabetic Systems. The One-Time 
System. Vigenere Encipherment. Analysis of the Vigenere System if the Period r Is Known. 
Generalized Vigenere Encipherment. The Phi Test. The Phi Reference Value for Monalphabetic Sub- 
stitution. The Phi Reference Value for Polyalphabetic Substitution. Using 0 to Estimate the Period r. 
The Incidence of Coincidence. Using k to Estimate the Period of a Polyalphabetic Substitution. Key 
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